IEEE Council for RFID (CRFID) & IEEE Young Professionals
cordially invite you to attend a special event
Phoenix | May 10th

The IEEE Council for RFID (CRFID) and IEEE Young Professionals invite you to join us in Phoenix during the IEEE RFID 2017 and RFID Journal LIVE! Conferences for an afternoon of education followed by a networking reception on May 10th.

Complimentary Registration includes:
- Exclusive Access to RFID Journal LIVE! Exhibition Area (3:00-5:00 pm)
  - Poster Competition - Discuss technical research with IEEE RFID poster authors
  - Smart Cities Mega-Challenge - Listen to Finalists presentations
  - Exhibit Hall - Explore the Exhibit Hall and See the latest industry innovations
- YP Networking Reception - Continue the conversation at Canyon Cafe (5:00-6:30)
  (Appetizers and refreshments provided)

The 11th Annual IEEE RFID 2017 and the 15th Annual RFID Journal LIVE! conferences will be held at the Phoenix Convention Center from May 9-11, 2017. The annual IEEE RFID conference represents multiple disciplines and highlights technical research and academia, while the RFIDJournalLIVE! conference is the world’s largest event focused on RFID and showcases over 200 exhibitors including; Honeywell, Impinj, NXP, RAIN RFID and Zebra.